Features:
• Holds up to 16 basketballs
• 41"L x 17"W x 53"H
• Silver

Instructions:
The Champion Sports 16 Ball Cart stores up to 16 balls vertically and features a stable ‘no-topple’ base and is ideal for maximizing small storage space.

1. Start by inserting the swivel casters by pushing or screwing them securely into posts on side frames. Figure 1
2. Assemble cart sides to horizontal bars using screws. Complete one side before starting the other. Figure 2
3. Repeat by attaching the other side to the horizontal bars. Secure them with remaining screws. Your cart is now complete. Figure 3

PARTS:
• 2 Side Frames
• 8 Horizontal Bars
• 16 Screws
• 4 Swivel Casters with wheels
• 4 Plugs